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Windows Vista may be the next big thing, but it still contains enough quirks and unaccountable behaviors to vex anyone. This unique guide not only discusses the most irritating features of the latest Microsoft operating system and how to get around them, but also explains how to improve Windows and do more with the software than Microsoft intended. You'll find information on setup, installation, upgrade from other Windows versions, the revamped interface, new security features, user accounts, troubleshooting, and the markedly improved Internet Explorer 7. Other chapters cover a wide range of key topics: Media Center - tips on photos, videos, music, TV tuners, HD, and the media center engine The Registry - explains the background and tools for working with Windows' database of settings Tinkering Techniques - offers hacking-style customization and problem-solving topics Networking and Wireless - includes LAN setup, WiFi sniffers and access points, connection sharing, firewalls, routers, and FTP Scripting and Automation - introduces simple programming using the Windows Scripting Host for automating repetitive tasks No other book takes our patented cranky, solutions-oriented approach. Our collection of tips, tools and techniques will improve your experience with Windows Vista, so you can control the OS -- rather than the other way around.     

       About the Author

David A. Karp is the author of the bestselling Windows Annoyances series of books and the founder of Annoyances.org. His other books include eBay Hacks and Windows XP Pocket Reference. David also writes for PC Magazine and is the co-author of Windows XP in a Nutshell.
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Sams Teach Yourself Networking in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
You can't go too far in technology these days without at least a casual understanding of data communications over local and wide-area networks (LANs and WANs). Sams Teach Yourself Networking in 24 Hours will clue you in on the seven-layer Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) networking abstraction and other key facts and concepts having to do...
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Industrial Applications of Lasers, Second EditionAcademic Press, 1997
A practical book with a variety of uses, this book can help applications engineers spark problem-solving techniques through the use of lasers. Industrial Application of Lasers, Second Edition takes the reader through laser fundamentals, unusual properties of laser light, types of practical lasers available, and commonly used...
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Deductive Databases and Their ApplicationsCRC Press, 1998
Deductive Databases and their Applications is an introductory text aimed at undergraduate students with some knowledge of database and information systems. The text comes complete with exercises and solutions to encourage students to tackle problems practically as well as theoretically. The author presents the origins of deductive databases in...
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Computational PhysicsPrentice Hall, 1996
Computational physics book that emphasizes the physics that can  be done with numerical/computational methods rather than just the methods  themselves. Uses True Basic. (Representative programs on WWW). Praised for its  coverage of many interesting topics in pure and applied physics.     

       From the Publisher
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Quicken 2011 For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2010

	The classic guide to the leading personal finance software—completely updated!


	As the number one personal finance software on the market, Quicken empowers you to take control of your personal finances quickly and effortlessly. Providing you with a thorough update of all the latest features and enhancements to the new...
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Intelligent Sensor Design Using the Microchip dsPIC (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2006
In this book, readers will find:

 In-depth design techniques, real-world examples, detailed figures and usable code

 Application chapters thoroughly exploring temperature, pressure and load, and flow sensors

 A FREE CD that provides a toolkit of software models in both C and assembly language

Intelligent...
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